SPAN 8C Conversational Spanish  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 3.0 Lecture  
Transferable: CSU, GAV-GE:C2
This course requires considerable knowledge of Spanish pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and syntax. More advanced grammar and vocabulary will be taught in the development of listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. ADVISORY: Spanish 8B or equivalent.

SPAN 8D Conversational Spanish  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 3.0 Lecture  
Transferable: CSU, GAV-GE:C2
This course requires fluency in spoken and written Spanish. Advanced grammar and vocabulary will be presented while the course concentrates on polishing the student’s oral and written skills and develops a sense of style. ADVISORY: Spanish 8C or equivalent.

SPAN 12A Spanish for Spanish Speakers  
Units: 5.0  Hours: 5.0 Lecture  
This course is designed for heritage speakers of Spanish or other linguistically qualified students. It provides instruction that builds upon the existing reading, writing, speaking and listening skills and the cultural heritage and knowledge of these students. The course will increase awareness of linguistic registers, discuss items beyond the familiar routine and develop an appreciation for Hispanic cultures as manifested in Spanish speaking countries and in the United States. This course is taught entirely in Spanish. PREREQUISITE: Spanish 2B or equivalent.

SPAN 12B Spanish for Spanish Speakers  
Units: 5.0  Hours: 5.0 Lecture  
This course continues to provide instruction that builds upon the existing reading, writing, speaking and listening skills and cultural heritage and knowledge of these students. The course will continue to increase awareness of linguistic registers, discuss items beyond the familiar routine and expand upon their appreciation for Hispanic cultures as manifested in Spanish speaking countries and in the United States. This course has the option of a letter grade or pass/no pass. PREREQUISITE: Spanish 12A or equivalent.

SPAN 98 Special Topics  
Units: .5 TO 3.0  Hours: .5 TO 3.0 Lecture, .5 TO 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU
Special topics courses examine current problems or issues of interest to students within a specific discipline area. For topical content information, consult with the appropriate department chairperson. For transfer status, check with a counselor. May be repeated for credit with different topics. This course may have the option of a letter grade or pass/no pass.

MCTV 6 Introduction to Audio Production  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 2.0 Lecture and 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU, UC
The theory and practice of audio techniques in radio, television, film and multimedia including acoustics, audio language and terms, signal flow, use of microphones, use of microphones, use of mixers and related audio production and digital recording equipment and the aesthetic aspects of sound mixing and post production. Students will be able to apply knowledge and gain hands-on experience recording, editing, mixing and mastering audio. This course has the option of a letter grade or pass/no pass. This course is also listed as THEA 6.

MCTV 16 History and Culture of Television, Film and New Media  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 3.0 Lecture  
Transferable: CSU, UC, CSU-GE:C1, IGETC:3A, GAV-GE:C1, F
This course provides an introduction and history of electronic media including radio, television, film, the internet, and other new media. The impact on and reflection of the current social environment is explored through review and analysis of television programs, films, internet webisodes, and other electronic media programming. This course is also listed as THEA 16. ADVISORY: Eligible for English 250 and 260.

MCTV 17A Television and Video Workshop  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 2.0 Lecture and 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU, UC
Introduction to theory, terminology and operation of a multi-camera television studio and control room. Including: production, studio signal flow, directing, camera theory and operation, audio equipment set-up, switcher operation, fundamentals of lighting, graphics, video control and recording and live video production. This course is also listed as THEA 17A. ADVISORY: Theatre Arts 16 Intro to TV or consent of instructor.

MCTV 17B Television and Video Workshop  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 2.0 Lecture and 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU, UC
Emphasis placed on production and post-production techniques in video production. Student knowledge and skills are increased by participating in live to tape projects. May be repeated twice for credit. This course is also listed as THEA 17B. ADVISORY: Completion of Theatre Arts 17A.

MCTV 18 Single Camera Production  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 2.0 Lecture and 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU, UC, GAV-GE:C1
This course provides an introduction to the theory, terminology, and operation of single camera video production, including story creation, image composition, camera operation, portable lighting and audio operation and basic editing. This course focuses on the aesthetics and fundamentals of video story production including script writing, producing, directing on location, post-production, and distribution. This course is also listed as THEA 18.

MCTV 19 Acting and Voice for TV / Film / Media  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 2.0 Lecture and 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU, UC
Theory and practice of acting, performance and development of voice, articulation and pronunciation for TV, film, and media. Learning experiences include project in broadcasting, reporting, commercials, public service announcements (PSA), comedy and drama. This course has the option of a letter grade or pass/no pass. This course is also listed as THEA 19.

THEA 1 Theatre History: Greece to Restoration  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 3.0 Lecture  
Transferable: CSU, UC, CSU-GE:C1, GAV-GE:C1, F
A survey of the history of theatrical performance, production and dramatic literature, including: early Greek, Roman, Asian, the Renaissance, Italian, English, modern European to contemporary American theatre. (C-ID: THTR 113) ADVISORY: Eligible for English 250 and English 260.

THEA 2A Children’s Theatre Repertory  
Units: 3.0  Hours: 2.0 Lecture and 3.0 Laboratory  
Transferable: CSU, GAV-GE:C1
This course focuses on formal dramatic presentations for child audiences. Activities will include acting, set design, costume and makeup. May be taken out of sequence.